Maryknoll Tai-Eng Dictionary

x-kong

X

x-kong (x-guang) X 光‡ x-ray
x-kong kiâm-giâm‡ X 光‡ 檢‡ 驗‡ 院‡ x-ray laboratory
x-kong siông-phî* X 光‡ 核‡ 片‡ an x-ray photograph ("x-kuang", Mandarin pronunciation)
x-kong thác-sì X 光‡ 透‡ 視‡ x-ray
x-kong û-liâu X 光‡ 治‡ 療‡ x-ray therapy

Supplement  Po'-chhiong

S

siân-lâm sün-ťî 善‡ 男‡ 信‡ 女‡ good men and believing women — Buddhist devotees; the faithful.

siân-lâng-á 守‡ 宮‡ 壁‡ 虎‡ gecko.

siân-le (chiân-le) 先‡ 例‡ 前‡ 例‡ precedent; former example

siân-le hîo-peng 先‡ 礼‡ 後‡ 兵‡ diplomacy (or courtesy) before the use of force

siân-li 女‡ 精‡ fairy; lady of divine beauty.

siân-liâl (chiân-liâl) 先‡ 烈‡ 前‡ 烈‡ the former (national) martyrs.

siân-hîông 善‡ 良‡ good; kind-hearted; gentle; well-disposed.